
 
 
MURPHY'S LAW- UP WITH US...DOWN WITH THEM DVD  
 
If you haven't seen MURPHY'S LAW live yet it's imperative that you do. 
They don't come over to Europe all that often but whenever they do, I'm 
excited as hell from the moment I know they‘re coming. They are like no 
other band- especially hardcore bands, they are pure fun. Actually, 
make that FUN. It’s like you're in a room with a  bunch of close 
friends who just wanna play music they like, drink, smoke and fuck 
around...it's the best time. I have so much respect for MURPHY'S LAW 
because hardcore has changed throughout the years and the fun has 
really been watered down and the whole scene has turned so serious but 
they always stuck two fingers up at that and even when the whole SXE 
thing was in full swing MURPHY'S LAW were there with their 'Green Bud', 
'Beer', 'Crucial Bar-B-Q', 'Bong Song' etc A huge 'fuck you' to all the 
serious posers. This DVD captures MURPHY'S LAW in full effect - the 
chaos and the fun, the smoke and the silliness...fucking fantastic. The 
coolest thing is that MURPHY'S LAW are still tough guys without having 
to pose around and act macho...the emphasis is always on the good time. 
Jimmy is just so in control of the crowd and the band is so confident 
that the whole experience is a pleasure to watch and be a part of. This 
18 song set from New York City’s Continental and Rex’ Bar in 
Pennsylvania throws you straight into the centre of the revved up band 
and crowd with one single objective: FUN plus there’s a bunch of bonus 
tracks from other shows and Jimmy Gestapo’s pirate birthday bash so get 
some beers, some smoke and some friends round and have a blast with 
MURPHY’S LAW. 
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